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What's Inside

Nova Fun! Find the Telescope!

 Inside each bi-monthly issue of the Nova is hidden a telescope graphic. Find the
telescope graphic and let the Nova editor know what page and where you found
the telescope on that page and if you are right, you will be mailed a fun vinyl
astronomy sticker to put on a water bottle, computer, telescope, Etc!  E-mail the
editor of the Nova, Jenette Scott at bellatrixastroscholar@yahoo.comwith your
find!  Good Luck and Happy Hunting!! 

MOON PHASES

slas.usslas.us

July
(Note: Time is in 24-hour time and 

reflects Mountain Time Zone)
06- First Quarter - 20:14
13- Super Full Moon - 12:37
20- Third Quarter - 08:18
28- New Moon - 11:54
                                  August
05- First Quarter - 05:06
11- Full Moon - 19:35
18- Third Quarter - 22:36
27- New Moon - 02:17

Did You Know?

The moon probably formed after a Mars-
sized object collided with the Earth.

The moon is the 5th largest of the 200+
moons in our entire solar system.

If you set a green pea next to a U.S. 5-cent
Nickle coin, you'll have a pretty good scale
of how big the moon is compared to the
earth.

The moon keeps the Earth's wobble in
check.   Our moon  is awesome! 

Find us on Facebook!

     https://www.facebook.com/groups/SLAS.Talk/    

 https://www.facebook.com/UtahStarParty

https://www.facebook.com/UtahSPOC

I'm the 

telescope

 you're looking

for!!

NOVA

corrections 

Some errors were made in the May/June
issue of the Nova in regard to new
members. Elan Wilkinson was left off the
new members list and has been included
in this edition's list. Jason Pugh was listed
as a new member but is a renewing
member. Glad he's with us either way!
Hannu Vanderwalt's surname was spelled
"Vanderwall" instead of "Vanderwalt." My
deepest apologies.  - Jenette Scott (Nova
Editor).
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Contact board:  board@slas.us

SLAS Board of Directors

President: Aleta Cox                                

Vice President: Tony Sarra

Secretary/Treasurer:  Rochelle Tarin          

Board Members at Large:  Jim Keane & Jeannie Gamble

Appointed Positions

Astronomical League Contact: Aleta Cox            

Equipment Manager: Luke Moses

Historian: Patrick Wiggins                                           

NASA Night Sky Ambassador: Ann House

Nova Newsletter Editor: Jenette Scott                           

Observatory Director: Roger Fry

Private Star Party Coordinator: Don Colton                  

Webmaster: Ken Warner

ZAP Grant Writer: Jim Keane

SPOC Advisory Committee

Chair: Rodger Fry

Members: Bob Moore, Patrick Wiggins, Luke Moses, Jim Keane, 
                  John Drabik, Aleta Cox, Leslie Fowler, Bill Kennedy.  

Member As Obser. Dir. Emeritus: Bruce Grim
 

SPOC Telescope Instruction Coordinators 

Bogdan Refractor: Marlene Egger     Ealing: Jim Keane      Grim: Rodger Fry    Clements: Leslie Fowler

 

SLAS  OFFICERS

contact editor: bellatrixastroscholar@yahoo.com



SLAS SPOC and Library Star Party

Schedule

NOVA

General Meeting
Information

Board Meetings are for SLAS Board members and are

open to any member of SLAS to attend. Please note that

only board members may vote at board meetings. Board

meetings take place on the 2nd Wednesday of each

month at 7:30 pm located at the Denny's Restaurant on

250 W. 500 South

Salt Lake City, UT

(we meet in the back meeting room)

 

General Meetings  for SLAS members take place on the

3rd Wednesday of each month (With the exception of

December when the solstice party at the beginning of

December takes the place of the General Meeting ) at

7:30 pm located at

Room TB104, Rampton Technology Building,

Salt Lake Community College

Redwood Road Campus Parking is across the street to

the north of the building. General Meetings are open to

the public.

**Zoom links are available for meetings, contact a
member of the SLAS Board for that information.
Board contact information can be found at slas.us

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!

SLAS members with telescopes and solar scopes are needed to help make
our awesome SLAS-hosted library star parties and our pubic SPOC and Solar
Parties a success!  Check the star (above) and solar party (below)  schedule
and come with your scopes and have some fun! 

July 13 -Board Meeting
July 20 -General Meeting

Aug 10 -Board Meeting
Aug 17 - General Meeting

See above info for place and times for
meetings and slas.us for more
information 

August 6 - (Sat.) 
SLAS Member's Star-B-Q 

7 pm at SPOC Bring your own
food and family. SLAS will
provide Sodas and Water.



REGISTER FOR ALCON '22! JULY 28-30, 2022
  
 
 
 
 

ALCON 2022 will be hosted by The Albuquerque Astronomical
Society (TAAS) in Albuquerque, NM from 28 to 30 July 2022. We

have some superb speakers lined up to tell you about astronomy
and many related topics. You can meet and listen to Apollo 17

Astronaut Harrison Schmitt, enjoy the dark skies that New Mexico
provides, and visit the famous Karl Jansky Very Large Array.

ALCON 2022 has much to offer you. Come join us!
 

https://alcon2022.org

SLAS Solar Party Information
 There will be Sun/Solar Parties this year on Full
Moon Saturdays as on past schedules. These will be
held as usual at Winchester Park in Murray 6400
South Winchester St. Murray Bluffs Dr 1200 W., on
the South Lawn next to the Bike trail. Set up for
scope users is 8:30 am parties run 9:00 am to noon.
Bring a Mask if you have one just to be safe. Since I
do not drive anymore, I will be getting a ride over
with my PST and might not be there right at set up.
If a biking event and tent occupies our usual area,
then setup is on the West Lawn near the entry
driveway. 
Nate Goodman, your Solar Announcer. 

Astronomical League ALCON 2022

Say Hello to Our New
Members!

Kristopher Braunberger
Alex Jones

Ethan Pearson
Anthony Pratt
Cynthia Smiley
Jared Stewart

Christian Wilford
Elan Wilkinson July and August Public Sun Parties

will be July 16 and August 13. Parties start at 9 am
and end at Noon. See the write-up above for more

information.  

https://alcon2022.org/


"At SPOC on Saturday afternoon June 18, 2022, we had a very
successful work project despite the severe winds and clouds.
During the project, we had the support of the following
individuals:

Luke Moses
Don Abernathy
Bill Kennedy
Jim Keane
Patrick Wiggins
Ann House
Jeanie Gamble
Chris Freerksen
Rodger Fry

With this group we were able to accomplish all of our
objectives which were:
1.   Pull upright the bushes on the north side of the Wiggins
Observatory that had been pulled down by the winter's snow
and anchor them to the side of the building with a rope.
2.   Trim all of the bushes on the sides of both the Wiggins and
Harmonýs Observatory buildings.
3.   Edge the lawn adjacent to the concrete walks
4.   Prep and paint the steel support structures for all of the
slide-off roofs on the Wiggins and Harmons Observatories
The projects were finished by 6:00 PM. The star party which
was to follow would not be happening due to the high winds
and clouds.
My greatest thoughts go out to those who helped make this a
very successful work project.
Thanks
Rodger Fry"

A Word of Thanks

Photo Credit: Patrick Wiggins



"The Siegfried Jachmann Memorial Telescope

Project meeting. Clockwise: Legs of a person who

is camera shy, Bill Kennedy, Jim Keane, Rodger

Fry, Mike Clements, and Patrick Wiggins." 

(Photo Credit: Patrick Wiggins)

"Taylorsville Library Star Party. About 120-

140 people showed up. June 3, 2022

We need more club members to bring

telescopes and support these star parties!"

(Photo Credit: Aleta Cox)
 

Picture of tau Herculid meteor shower at

the end of May.  Two meteors are

shooting by on the right. (P
hoto credit:

Leslie Fowler)

SLAS IS 



Pssst! Need a Telescope?
NOVA

Do you want to use a telescope, but don't have the space for one, or the money for
one? There are a couple of options for borrowing a telescope. One is from our Salt
Lake County Libraries and the other is if you join SLAS, you can borrow a telescope as
part of membership benefits. 

The Salt Lake County Library System

These are the telescopes available to borrow through
SLAS. This program is for members only and can be
obtained through slas.us
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July and August 2022 Skies
(Source: Sea and sky | seasky.org)



Happy Birthday To:

Dame Susan Jocelyn Bell-Burnell!

Astronomer Spotlight

Dame Susan Jocelyn Bell- Burnell (Jocelyn) was
born  July 15, 1943, in Lurgan, County Armagh,
Northern Ireland. She was brought up in a
devout Quaker home where learning and
education were encouraged. 

While growing up, Jocelyn's father, G. Philip Bell, 
 worked as an architect. He helped design the
Armagh Planetarium.  Jocelyn would visit the
planetarium often and at each of her visits, the
staff would encourage her to pursue a career in
astronomy. Her father had even written a few
books on astronomy that she really enjoyed
reading. 

While growing up in Lurgan, Jocelyn attended the
Preparatory Department of Lurgan College from
1948 to 1956.  At this time, boys were allowed to
study the sciences and technical subjects, but
the girls were not.  They were sent to classes in
cooking, cross-stitching, and domestic
housekeeping.  Jocelyn's parents were
progressive and forward thinkers and disagreed 



with the school's policies.  After Jocelyn's parents challenged the school,
Jocelyn was allowed to take classes in science. 

Jocelyn had difficulty learning in school.  She failed a test that
determined her readiness for higher education.  Her parents were told
that she wouldn't amount to much and would not be allowed to move
on.  Jocelyn's parents disagreed with the Preparatory School once
again.  They removed her from the school and sent her to The Mount
School in York, England which was a Quaker all-girls boarding school. 
 There she had a physics teacher named Mr. Tillott that was impressed
with Jocelyn and her determination to learn astronomy.  He took
Jocelyn under his wing.  Jocelyn said that he changed her life with these
words, 

"You do not have to learn lots and lots ... of facts; you just learn a few
key things, and ... then you can apply and build and develop from
those." She also said, "... he was a really good teacher and showed me,
actually, how easy physics was." 

Jocelyn went on to obtain a Bachelor of Science in Natural Philosophy
(physics) graduating with honors, and a Ph.D. from the University of
Cambridge in Radio Astronomy.  

As a graduate student, she worked on a quasar project with Antony
Hewish (who was her thesis advisor), and Martin Ryle. During her
studies, she helped construct a massive radio telescope designed to
monitor quasars. Jocelyn was given the duty of analyzing the data that
this telescope produced.  As she poured over the data that was
accumulated, she discovered pulsars.  The pulsar findings were
published in the February 1968 issue of Nature. Jocelyn's name was 



listed third in line on the study after Hewish and Ryle.  The pulsar
finding caused a huge sensation in the scientific community and in
1974 a Nobel Prize was awarded for the discovery which Hewish and
Ryle received, but Jocelyn was left out. There was public outcry that
Jocelyn was snubbed from the Nobel Prize.  Jocelyn noted that it
probably was because she was a graduate student at the time, but did
not dismiss the notion that gender discrimination was also a
contributing factor.  

In 1969 Jocelyn became engaged to Martin Burnell.  She was so
excited and wanted to show her engagement ring off to her
colleagues at work, but was restrained from doing so, for she would
be encouraged to quit her work and research in radio astronomy. 
 The philosophy of the time was that women had no real place in the
scientific field as it was and married women were doubly unwelcome. 

Despite the resistance, she faced in a male-dominated field and the
snub with the Nobel Prize, Jocelyn would go on to be brilliant and
distinguished in many ways in her field, winning many notable awards,
and raising a son who is now an astrophysicist. 

In 2018, Jocelyn was awarded the Special Breakthrough Prize in
Fundamental Physics.  With the $3 million she was given with this
award, she established the Bell-Burnell Graduate Scholarship Fund
which helps females, minorities, and refugee students become
physics researchers. 

Jocelyn is the house patron of Burnell House at Cambridge House
Grammar School in Ballymena.  She campaigns to improve the status
of women and increase the numbers of women in professional and
academic posts in the field of physics and astronomy.  



In 2020, scientists published their discovery of a rare type of galaxy that
looks like a cosmic ring of fire. The galaxy is similar in mass to our Milky
Way galaxy, but is shaped like a donut! (See above image) The galaxy has
been named R5519 and is about 11 billion light-years from Earth.  It is a
wild star-making factory as well! About 50 times faster at making stars
than our  Milky Way galaxy! Researchers believe it got its donut shape
because it may have collided with another galaxy.  (Source: Nature
Astronomy; Oct. 2020: A giant galaxy in the young Universe with a
massive ring | Nature Astronomy)

You can make your own donut galaxy with only a few ingredients! 

You will need: 

-1 box of plain glazed or cake donuts or a bag of plain mini donuts.
-Food coloring
-Vanilla frosting (In the plastic canister or homemade)
-Edible Glitter and sprinkles (star sprinkles are a big thumbs up!)
-Milk
-Bowl for mixing and dipping
-Plate
-Spoon for mixing

NOVA
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Donut Galaxy (Source: bgr.com)

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-020-1102-7.epdf?sharing_token=oZVWy7_TTDgRivSaUN2UX9RgN0jAjWel9jnR3ZoTv0MAeSWqALoR3ycHWzvn-Gn7QAluhoWeFGMdRfGe4vuuzdn1v6ihf_YlZMPTIAqFdZbL9HRiDw8UPNoY45Q1ziDq01r0rOmW7YxCKY3VmV-MYUQRa1EjGS2SM_ezaiWbMQcIrObWP5LEja-LoMJenEnBBTA6jsHoHcMJbzotb2hrJA%3D%3D&tracking_referrer=www.cnn.com


Directions:

Place a couple of good spoonfuls of frosting in the mixing bowl.  Add a few
drops of different colored food coloring.  Reds and blues have a neat
effect, but you can experiment with all the colors. 

Take the mixing spoon and swirl the colors around until they look what you
think galactic dust and gas would look like.  Add just a little bit of milk, not
too much, maybe just a spoonful or two to thin out the frosting just a little
bit if needed. 

Dip your donuts in your galactic swirl frosting mixture coating the top of
your donut liberally.  Then place your donut on a plate to decorate. 

Sprinkle with edible glitter and sprinkles.   Voila! You have a galaxy donut!

Eat and enjoy! 

Photo credits: Jenette Scott



Need 
Some FUN Activities??

Teachers worry about the summer slide, kids don't want to think about school during summer, and sometimes
having the kids home makes parents want to pull their hair out. Here are some ideas that will satisfy everyone this

summer! 
More ideas can be found at Utah Elevated: https://www.visitutah.com/things-to-do/arts-
museums/planetariums-
astronomy#:~:text=Planetariums%20and%20Astronomy%20In%20Utah%2C%20astronomy%20is%20more,one%20
of%20Utah%27s%20internationally%20certified%20dark%20sky%20parks.

Become a Citizen
Scientist!

SciStarter: Science we can do together:  ( Sign up at: https://scistarter.org/):  "SciStarter is a globally acclaimed, online citizen
science hub where more than 3,000 projects, searchable by location, topic, age level, etc, have been registered by individual project
leaders or imported through partnerships with federal governments, NGOs, and universities. As a research affiliate of NCSU and ASU,
and a popular citizen science portal, SciStarter hosts an active community of close to 100,000 registered citizen scientists and
millions of additional site visitors. Hundreds of citizen science projects use SciStarter's NSF-supported APIs to help citizen scientists
earn credit for their participation in their SciStarter dashboard, across projects and platforms. These features enable SciStarter's
partners (libraries, schools, museums, Girl Scouts, and more) to catalyze customized citizen science pathways and track and
support the progress of their communities through SciStarter. SciStarter also supports researchers in managing projects, including
best practices for engaging participant partners."  Citizen Scientists are needed for projects in astronomy research. 

Zooniverse: People Powered Research: (Sign up at: https://www.zooniverse.org): "The Zooniverse is the world’s largest and most
popular platform for people-powered research. This research is made possible by volunteers — more than a million people around
the world who come together to assist professional researchers. Our goal is to enable research that would not be possible, or
practical, otherwise. Zooniverse research results in new discoveries, datasets useful to the wider research community, and many
publications. You don’t need any specialized background, training, or expertise to participate in any Zooniverse projects. We make it
easy for anyone to contribute to real academic research, on their own computer, at their own convenience."  Citizen Scientists are
needed for projects in astronomy research. 

National Geographic: Citizen Science Opportunities for All Ages: 
(Sign up at: https://education.nationalgeographic.org/resource/citizen-science-projects): Search space, help NASA classify
galaxies, measure night sky brightness,  find age-appropriate projects, and teacher resources. 

Citizenscience.gov: Helping Federal Agencies Accelerate Innovation Through Public Participation: 
(Sign up at citizenscience.gov): "CitizenScience.gov is an official government website designed to accelerate the use of
crowdsourcing and citizen science across the U.S. government. The site provides a portal to three key components: a catalog of
federally supported citizen science projects, a toolkit to assist federal practitioners with designing and maintaining their projects,
and a gateway to a community of hundreds of citizen science practitioners and coordinators across government as called for in the
Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science Act of 2016 (15 USC 3724). Through citizen science and crowdsourcing, the federal government
and nongovernmental organizations can engage the American public in addressing societal needs and accelerating science,
technology, and innovation."  Many NASA projects have been listed that need volunteers. 

https://www.zooniverse.org/about/publications
https://www.citizenscience.gov/catalog/
https://www.citizenscience.gov/toolkit
https://www.citizenscience.gov/about/community-of-practice/
http://bit.ly/2BlulAG


Go to a
Museum/Planetarium!

John Hutchings Museum|Institute
55 N. Center Street
Lehi, Utah 84043

Thursday, July 14: Modeling Entry Systems to Explore Our Solar System
with Michael Barnhardt
Saturday, July 16: Webb Telescope’s First Images Celebration
August 2022: Artemis I Launch Watch Party

All activities require registration. For activity times, registration, and
more information, visit: https://johnhutchingsmuseum.org

 
Christa McAuliffe

Space Center
 95 N. 400 E.

Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062

Hosts summer space camps for ages 7 and older for dates, times,
and registration visit https://spacecenter.alpineschools.org/camps/

Clark Planetarium 
110 S. 400 W.

Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
Provides summer camps for grades 2 - 6, plus exhibits and IMAX showings for the whole
family. For more information visit https://slco.org/clark-planetarium/education/summer-
camps/

U of U South Physics Observatory
115 S. 1400 E.

Salt Lake City, Utah 84112
An astronomical observatory open at the UofU's Dept. of Physics and Astro, free of cost to the
general public throughout the year on Wednesday nights. The weather should be clear for the
observatory to be open for observation through telescopes, starting at 7 pm. For more
information visit 
https://observatory.astro.utah.edu/?fbclid=IwAR2uEWxDZHSUWUgGjeR0-
WM9cx4xbZrqT6V5G0tRsT6WpH8xOKC0o6gSNKY

https://johnhutchingsmuseum.org/nasa-summer-series-2022/
https://johnhutchingsmuseum.org/webb-telescopes-first-images-celebration/


NOVA

What is the Melotte Catalogue?

Astronomy
Nomenclature

Star Diagonal:
(Image to the right)   

"A mirror or prism in the elbow-shaped housing
that attaches to the focuser of a refractor or
compound telescope.  It lets you look horizontally
into the eyepiece when the telescope is pointed
directly overhead." (Source: Astronomy Terms
skyandtelescope.org)

Have you ever looked at a star map and
seen an index number preceded by the
letters, "Mel" such as Mel 111 in Coma
Berenices, and wondered what those
letters stood for?  Just like "M" stands for
Messier Catalogue and "NGC" stands for
New General Catalogue, "Mel" stands for
the Melotte Catalogue.

The Melotte Catalogue contains 245
objects: 161 open clusters, 81 globular
clusters, 2 asterisms, and 1 galaxy in
both the northern and southern
hemispheres. It was compiled by British
astronomer Philibert Jacques Melotte
and published in 1915. 

Merlotte cataloged the 245 objects from the photographs taken by amateur
astronomer John Franklin Adams known as the "Franklin-Adams Plates"

Source: Screenshot from Sky
Safari Plus App

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_cluster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Globular_cluster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asterism_(astronomy)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galaxy


"John Franklin Adams photographed the entire night sky
between 1904 and 1909 from Godalming in Surrey for the
northern hemisphere and the southern hemisphere from
South Africa using a 10-inch Cooke camera and two 6-inch
Cooke cameras.

In 1913 the Royal Astronomical Society undertook to publish
a small number of the Franklin Adams Charts. The 206
photographic plates covered the entire sky. Each plate
covered an area of 15 degrees by 15 degrees.
The reproductions were on bromide paper 15 inches by 12
inches with the plate area being 11inches by 11 inches. The
cost of each set of plates was 10 guineas, in 2022 prices
would be over £1,200 (in the ballpark of $1,500 USD)!!

Today over 100 years after these charts were produced
these Franklin Adams Charts are still in use by astronomers
due to their quality and their historical reference to the night
sky over 100 years ago." 
(Source: Nature April 10, 1913 Astronomy: The Franklin Adams Charts:
theramblingastronomer.blogspot.com)

Many of the star clusters in Merlotte's Catalogue are also
found in the Messier Catalogue (M), The New General
Catalogue (NGC), The Index Catalogue (IC), and the Caldwell
Catalogue (C). 

If you would like to have a look at the Melotte Catalogue a
photographic version of it can be found at https://in-the-
sky.org/data/catalogue.php?cat=Melotte&const=1&page=1
and Wikipedia has some interesting chart comparisons
between the Merlotte Catalogue and the other catalogs. This
can be found at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melotte_catalogue

Merlotte Catalogue Continued

Melotte 20, an open cluster in the
constellation Perseus that was first

catalogued by Philibert Jacques
Melotte in 1915. Photo credit:

Wikipedia. 

John Franklin-Adams (1843-1912),
British astronomer. Franklin-Adams
was an amateur astronomer who,

having built a private observatory in
Scotland, used the wet-collodion
photographic technique to create
images of star distribution across

the whole sky. He began his career
as a banker, and later ran a

business. It was only in his late
forties that he pursued his

childhood interest in astronomy,
combining it with his other hobby,
photography, in order to chart the

heavens. (Source: Royal
Astronomical Society Photo Library)

https://theramblingastronomer.blogspot.com/2021/10/the-franklin-adams-charts.html


SLAS Meeting
Notes

SALT LAKE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY BOARD MEETING MINUTES
May 11, 2022

Board Members in Attendance:
Aleta Cox, Rochelle Tarin, Jeannie Gamble
Other Members in Attendance:
 Patrick Wiggins, Joan Carman, Don Abernathy, (Ken Warner, and Rodger Fry via Zoom)
Location: Denny’s 500 South 300 West, Salt Lake City, Utah, and via Zoom
President Aleta Cox called the meeting to order: 7:32 PM
Aleta provided an Agenda to Board Members at the start of the meeting.
Aleta mentioned Tony will not be attending the board meeting due to a medical issue. Jim will 
also not be attending the board meeting.
Aleta asked Rochelle if she has anything to report. Rochelle mentioned April’s bank balance was 
$50,029 and five new members signed up. Rochelle reminded the board that she will be leaving 
out of town for 2 months and will need to attend the June/July board meeting through zoom. In 
case she is unable to attend board meetings, someone else will need to do board minutes. 
Jeannie agreed to do the minutes if Rochelle is unavailable. Aleta will have the checkbook if 
anyone needs reimbursements. Rochelle said to please keep her in the loop with 
reimbursements so she can note them on the books. 
Aleta then asked Jeannie if she has anything to report. Jeannie mentioned she put a press 
release for the 2,500th SLAS member. A TV station replied to her initial press release but 
unfortunately stopped replying. Jeannie mentioned the Wendover Museum star party had to 
be canceled and will be rescheduled. Jeannie said she will pick up SLAS’s A-frame from SPOC 
soon for later use at star parties. Jeannie mentioned that on May 15th there will be a star/lunar 
party at Midas Creek Elementary from 8:30 pm-10:30 pm. 125 students are planning to attend.
Jeannie said she has a 4H group (Proud Owls), that would like someone from SLAS to give a 
presentation about the club any Monday in May. Jeannie asked the board if November would 
be a good time to hold Slastrofest. Rochelle said before thanksgiving would probably work. Joan 
said she doesn’t think November would be a good observing time. Jeannie said she will hear
back from the Rocky Mountain grant that’s for the library loaner telescope program in the first 
week of June. Jeannie asked the board if SLAS should do a social gathering at SPOC during the
summer. The board agreed to hold a social gathering at SPOC on August 6th, potluck style. SLAS 
will provide drinks. Patrick suggested starting the social at 7 pm. 
Joan said she bought two telescopes for the Grantsville library. Joan mentioned the telescopes 
at the libraries have a sticker with information about SLAS to attract new members. The library 
loaner program currently has 110 telescopes that are constantly being checked out since 2016,



SLAS Meeting
Notes

when the program first started. Joan said she emailed Patrick a document about the
library loaner telescope program to be posted under historical documents on the
SLAS website. Patrick uploaded the document. Patrick asked Joan if Toole library has
reached out to be a part of the program. Joan said she has not heard from the
Tooele Library. Joan also mentioned she has not reached out to the Utah county
libraries as it is not a unified library system and would be difficult to set up. Aleta was
then having issues with the Zoom connection. Aleta was able to reconnect with Ken.
Rodger left the zoom meeting due to connection issues. Aleta spoke on behalf of
Rodger and gave his report. Rodger is currently assembling a team to gather
materials for the Jachmann telescope. Materials should be gathered by the end of
the month. On May 18th, the guest speaker is JR Dennison and USU, who will talk
about their involvement with the design and testing of the JWST. The June 15 guest
speaker, Anil Seth, had to cancel and Rodger is looking for a June guest speaker.
Jeannie said she can ask her son if he may know someone who could speak in June.
If anyone has a guest speaker in mind, please reach out to Rodger. Aleta then moved
on to the items listed on the calendar. May 14th from 9 am-12 pm – Sun Party at
Winchester Park May 15th from 8:30 pm-10:30 pm – Star party at Midas Creek
Elementary May 18th at 7:30 pm – SLAS General Meeting at SLCC May 21st from
dusk until 10:30 pm – star party at SPOC June 3rd – star party the County Library
Taylorsville Branch June 4th from dusk until 11 pm – star party at SPOC June 8th at
7:30 pm – SLAS Board Meeting at Denny’s. Aleta then moved on to the next item on
the agenda, member retention. Aleta asked the board if they have any ideas on this
item. Rochelle suggested increasing their social media presence through Instagram
could be helpful. Jeannie suggested hiring a marketing intern to work on SLAS’s
social media presence. Jeannie will try to find a student and let us know. Rochelle
suggested using Tiktok. Jeannie and Aleta disagree with using Tiktok and will focus on
Facebook, Instagram, and possibly Twitter. Aleta then asked Ken if he has anything to
share. Ken said he made changes to the way emails are sent. Ken said to avoid
multiple emails from sending, one person can only send one email, with one subject
line a day. If the person tries to send the same email with the same subject line, it
won’t send unless the subject line is changed. There being no further business, Aleta
adjourned the meeting. Meeting adjourned: 8:31 PM



SLAS Meeting
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SLAS General Membership Meeting 
18 May 2022 

SLAS President Aleta Cox called the meeting to order at
7:33. The meeting was held in the Salt Lake Community
College’s Rampton building on SLCC's Redwood Road
campus. Aleta welcomed everyone who attended in
person and those who attended online. Approximately
14 people attended in person and 24 via Zoom. She
then introduced the evening's guest speakers, Utah
State University’s JR Dennison, Amberly Evans Jensen,
and Crystal Tingel who presented “Testing the
Underbelly of JWST: How Its Materials Weather the
Harsh Space Environment”. Aleta announced that SLAS
Sec/Treas Rochelle Tarin had been accepted for an
internship in Michigan and would be gone for June and
July. She then went over some upcoming SLAS-related
events all of which are listed on the club’s website.
Meeting was adjourned at 8:50
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SALT LAKE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY BOARD MEETING MINUTES 
June 8, 2022 

Board Members in Attendance: Aleta Cox, Jeannie Gamble, Jim Keane, (Tony Sarra
and Rochelle Tarin via Zoom) 
Other Members in Attendance: Patrick Wiggins, Joan Carman, and Rodger Fry via
Zoom Location: Denny’s 500 South 300 West, Salt Lake City, Utah, and via Zoom
President Aleta Cox called the meeting to order: 7:30 PM Aleta provided an Agenda
to Board Members at the start of the meeting. Aleta mentioned Tony is hoping to
start joining SLAS activities in person come July. Aleta asked Rochelle if she has
anything to report. Rochelle said last month SLAS had five new members sign up.
Rochelle reported that last month the ending bank balance was $49,963.58. Rochelle
asked Aleta if she sent out a check to Astronomical League. Aleta said she will send it
out soon. Rochelle asked Rodger if he received a check reimbursement for SPOC
keys. Rodger said he has received it and will cash it soon. Aleta asked Jim if he has
anything to report. Jim says he needs operators for SPOC and will send out an email
soon asking for volunteers. Aleta asked Jeannie if she has anything to report. Jeannie
said SLAS received $2,500 from the $5,000 of the Rocky Mountain Power grant for
Davis County libraries. That will buy 6 telescopes for 7 libraries in Davis County. Joan
asked the board to put a couple of hundred dollars more towards the library loaner
program so she can purchase 7 telescopes, one for each library in Davis County. Joan
will report back to the board on how much money is exactly needed. Joan hasn’t
notified Davis County yet since Orion is experiencing a supply shortage. Patrick gave
Joan a business card for a person at the Tooele City library who might be interested
in adding their library to the Loaner Scope program. Joan said she would contact
them. Joan mentioned that the Taylorsville star party had over 150 attendees. Jeannie
said that she’s planning on making a sign that says turn off your car lights during star
parties. Patrick said he believes there’s already a sign made. Aleta suggested Jeannie
hold off on making the sign until we locate the one that’s already made. Jeannie plans
on having another sign with SLAS’s star party information. Jeannie plans on putting
two QR codes on the poster, one for the events calendar and one for the SLAS
website. Jeannie said she reached out to 6 schools in hopes of hiring a social media
intern. Jeannie said she will also attend job fairs with the hope of having a couple of
candidates for the job. Jeannie recommended turning the August 6th social gathering
into a “help a fellow member” session, where new members can
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bring their telescopes and ask for help. The board agreed. Jeannie asked the board if she should
send an email about it out after July 4th. The board agreed. Rodger said that Luke put together a
materials list for the Jachmann telescope mount. Rodger wants to start building the mount in July
and have it finished before the end of the viewing season. Rodger said he wants to gather a group
of 6-10 people on July 18th at 3 pm to do some maintenance at SPOC. Rodger asked Patrick for
his opinion on the bushes located on the north side of the Wiggins observatory. Rodger
suggested pulling out the bushes and replanting them. Patrick said to try wetting the ground first
and then pushing them upright. Rodger agreed. Rodger suggested putting some stakes around to
keep the bushes upright. Rodger will send out an SLAS blast about this soon. Rodger mentioned
the upcoming speakers. On June 15th, the guest speaker is Don Colton, who will speak about the
Unistellar telescope system and its benefits for public viewing to reveal enhanced resolution over
optical telescopes. On July 20th, Jonathan Barnes will be speaking. Jonathan has not given Rodger
the topic of the talk yet. On August 17th, Stephanie Milam, a JWST Scientist, will speak about the
newly acquired images by JWST. Rodger mentioned JWST was recently hit by a micrometeoroid,
with no major damages. Aleta asked if Joan has anything to report. Joan said the next star party is
July 8th at the West Jordan Library. There will be another star party on August 5th at the Whitmore
Library. Aleta mentioned a young member of SLAS, Ben Covington was awarded the Astronomical
League’s Horkheimer Youth Journalism Award. Aleta was given permission to announce this at the
next general meeting. The board plans to recognize Ben Covington for his award. Aleta listed
upcoming events: Sat. 11 June- Sun Party @ Winchester Park Sat 18 June- Star Party @ SPOC Fri 8
July- Star Party @ West Jordan Library Sat 9 July- Star Party @ SPOC Sat 16 July- Sun Party @
Winchester Park Sat 23 July- Star Party @ SPOC Fri 5 August- Star Party @ Whitmore Library Sat 6
August - Club Social (members & family) and Public Star Party @ SPOC -Bring your own dinner to
eat, SLAS will provide drinks- (sodas, water) Rodger said he received a call from NPR Leonard
Thomas. Leonard wants to broadcast a star party at SPOC as he did three years ago. Rodger
asked the board if they agree with this. The board agreed. Tony asked Rodger if he was contacted
by the KSL reporter who wants to write an article on SLAS’s history. Rodger said he already talked
to him over the phone. Patrick asked the board if SLAS should plan something for the solar
eclipse on October 14th, 2023. The board suggested leaving that for next year’s board to decide.
Tony asked Jeannie if the Wendover Museum rescheduled their star party. Jeannie said she hasn’t
heard from them yet. There being no further business, Aleta adjourned the meeting. Meeting
adjourned: 8:15 PM
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SLAS June General Meeting Minutes 
June 15, 2022 

President Aleta Cox called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m., in Room TB104 of
the Rampton Technology Building, Salt Lake Community College, Taylorsville
Campus. Approximately 13 people attended in person and 20 online via Zoom.
She thanked our hosts, Professors Jonathan Barnes and Sam Jones. Then
introduced the evening's itinerary. Aleta introduced the evening’s guest speaker,
SLAS member Don Colton who presented about the Uni-stellar telescope
system and its benefits for public viewing to reveal enhanced resolution over
optical telescopes. He went into detail about how to use the scope, cost
comparisons with other systems, and shared images, followed by a question and
answer time. Don followed up with a description of next month’s Bryce Canyon
Astronomy Festival and concurrent SLAS private star party at Rainbow Point.
Aleta reported that SLAS member Ben Covington had won 2nd place in the
Astronomical League's Jack Horkheimer Youth Journalism Award. She then went
over upcoming events including a work party at SPOC, next month’s general
membership meeting, a club social, and several star parties. All of these are on
the club's Event Calendar. Patrick Wiggins noted that for reasons unknown SLAS
Blasts are not being delivered to members with Gmail addresses. SLAS
Webmaster Ken Warner is working on the problem. In the meantime members
with Gmail addresses that have an alternate non-Gmail address are encouraged
to log in to the SLAS website and change addresses. Aleta adjourned the
meeting at 8:30 after which several members moved on to Advanced Training at
the nearby Dee's restaurant.


